This work proposes xGEMs : or manifold guided exemplars, a framework to understand black-box classifier behavior by exploring the landscape of the underlying data manifold as data points cross decision boundaries. To do so, we train an unsupervised implicit generative model -treated as a proxy to the data manifold. We summarize black-box model behavior quantitatively by perturbing data samples along the manifold. We demonstrate xGEMs' ability to detect and quantify bias in model learning and also for understanding the changes in model behavior as training progresses.
Introduction
Machine learning algorithms have become widely deployed in domains beyond web based recommendation systems, like the criminal justice system [3] , clinical healthcare [6] etc. For instance, risk assessment tools like COMPAS [3] produce learned recidivism scores to consequently determine the amount of pre-trial bail and detention. Similarly, medical interventions can impact health outcomes for patients, making institutions liable to provide explanations for their decisions. This has motivated regulatory agencies like the EU Parliament 1 to codify a right to data protection and "obtain an explanation of the decision reached using such automated systems 2 ".
Systems that provide satisfactory explanations for the decisions of such learning algorithms have until recently been few and far between. It is challenging to characterize the specific nature of explanability mechanisms given their complexity and lack of consensus on the nature and sufficiency of such explanations [11, 27] . The problem is often compounded due to multiple levels of abstraction required to provide such explanations [29] . For instance, system level explanations as required by regulatory bodies are different from an abstraction that would assist practitioners of machine learning. This work focuses on providing explanations for low level understanding of model behavior, albeit at an abstraction beyond performance metrics. Such a suite of explanations not only help improve understanding of opaque models 3 [19, 21] but can also uncover biases (inherent in the data) that models pick up on e.g. learned gender and racial biases [5] .
In this work, we posit that there need not be an inherent tradeoff between model performance and explanability, as is generally assumed (and found in [22, 16, 20] ). We propose an explanability tool that probes a supervised black-box model along the data manifold for explanations via examples and/or summaries. Demonstrating model behavior via examples is known to be beneficial for improving and understanding the decision making process [1] . Navigating the data manifold allows us to explore black-box behavior in different regions of the manifold. The proposed method can be utilized as a diagnostic tool to analyze training progression, compare classifier performance, and/or uncover inherent biases the classifier may have learned.
Related Work
Most closely related works to our approach are those that provide explanations by sub-selecting meaningful samples and/or semantically relevant features (like super-pixels) that highlight undesirable model behavior [13, 22] . Most of these methods require the selected samples to be part of training/test dataset. This means that if the training/test set did not include the instance that best explains a specific decision, we would have to settle for a suboptimal choice. Our method aims to relax this constraint by generating new examples that are better suited for this purpose. In terms of generating examples, adversarial criticisms [35] and the class of generative networks like GANs are relevant approaches. Specifically, [35] use the adversarial attack paradigm as a means to select examples from existing training data to explain model behavior, similar to [22] . However note that the goal of generating adversarial examples and our explanations are fundamentally different. The primary goal of adversarial examples is to focus on exploiting the worst case confounding scenario given a decision boundary, while our work focuses on generating an example that lies on the data manifold as it crosses a decision boundary. See Figure 1a for a more intuitive explanation. We posit that it is important to uncover classifier behavior when data points are constrained to the data manifold. Such data instances are more 'realistic' and likely to be created by the underlying phenomenon that led to the training data. They provide an alternative method to probe a black-box, specially in non-adversarial settings. They also characterize the residual vulnerabilities of a model that defends itself against adversarial attacks by detecting directed "noise" that is orthogonal to the manifold of the data or of an associated latent space.
We position our work as a diagnostic framework for understanding model behavior at an abstraction that may be most useful to a data science practitioner and/or a machine learning expert. However, as suggested before, explainable models focus on different notions of explanability. For example, Koh and Liang [25] use influence functions, motivated by robust statistics Cook and Weisberg [7] to determine importance of each training sample for model predictions. Li et al. [26] , Selvaraju et al. [31] focus on understanding the workings of different layers of a deep network and studying saliency maps for feature attribution [33, 34, 36] . Saliency methods, while powerful, can be demonstrated to be unreliable without stronger conditions over the saliency model [23, 2] . Other paradigms of explainable models focus on locally approximating complex models using a simpler functional form to approximate the (local) decision boundary. For instance, LIME based approaches [30, 32, 4] locally approximate complex models with linear fits. Decision Trees are also considered more explainable if they are not too large. These approaches inherently assume a tradeoff between model performance and explanability, as less complex model classes tend to be empirically sub-par in performance relative to the success of the target black-box models they endeavor to explain. The xGEMs framework, however, does not rely on local approximations to provide explanations or assume such a trade-off.
We summarize our key contributions as follows: 1. We introduce xGEMs, a framework for explaining supervised black-box models via examples generated along the underlying data manifold. 2. We demonstrate the utility of xGEMs in (a) detecting bias in learned models, (b) characterizing the probabilistic decision manifold w.r.t. examples, and (c) facilitating model comparison beyond standard performance metrics.
Background
Implicit Generative Models can be described as stochastic procedures that generate samples (denoted by the random variable x ∈ X d ) from the data distribution p(x) without explicitly parameterizing p(x). The two most significant types are the Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) [24] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [14] . Implicit generative models generally assume an underlying latent dimension z ∈ R k that is mapped to the ambient data domain x ∈ R d using a deterministic function G θ parametrized by θ, usually as a deep neural network. The primary difference between GANs and VAEs is the training mechanism employed to learn function G θ . GANs employ an adversarial framework by employing a discriminator that tries to classify generated samples from the deterministic function versus original samples and VAEs maximize an approximation to the data likelihood. The approximation thus obtained has an encoder-decoder structure of conventional autoencoders [9] . One can obtain a latent representation of any data sample within the latent embedding using the trained encoder network. While GANs do not train an associated encoder, recent advances in adversarially learned inference like BiGANs [12, 10] can be utilized to obtain the latent embedding. In this work, we assume access to an implicit generative model that allows us to obtain the latent embedding of a data point.
be the inverse mapping function that provides the latent representation for a given data sample. Let L :
Examples of F ψ are the encoder in a VAE, or an inference network in a BiGAN. An appropriate distance function in the data domain can be used as the loss L.
Without loss of generality, we assume that we would like to provide explanations for a binary classifier. Let y ∈ {−1, 1} be the target label. Let f φ : R d → {−1, 1} be the target black-box classifier to be 'explained' and (f φ (x), y) be the loss function used to train the black-box classifier.
Adversarial Criticisms Adversarial criticisms to explain black-box classifiers look for perturbations δ x to data samples x such that the perturbations maximize the loss (f φ (x + δ x ), y) or change the predicted label. These perturbations are invisible to the human eye. That is, ifx is the target adversarial sample, an adversarial attack solves a Taylor approximation to the following:
We now characterize the proposed model and detail the kinds of explanations it can provide.
Generating xGEMs
To provide explanations via examples over more naturalistic perturbations, we introduce a new set of examples, called manifold guided examples or xGEMs. First, we train an implicit generative model G θ and an encoder network F ψ .
A manifold guided example is defined w.r.t. a given data sample x * .
Definition 1 (x * , y * -xGEM). An xGEM corresponding to a data point (x * , y * ) and a target label y tar = y * , refers to the solution of Equation (3) for a fixed and known λ > 0. The xGEM is denoted byx.
We propose Algorithm 1 to estimate a manifold guided example xGEM for any data point x * . Intuitively, for a point x * , we determine its latent representation using F ψ . This allows us to explain model behavior from a common latent representation across all black-boxes. To find realistic perturbations to this point, along the data manifold, we traverse the latent space of the generator G θ (our proxy for the data manifold) until the label switches to the desired target label y tar . The desired manifold guided example or xGEM is the sample generated at the switch point in the latent embedding.
We empirically highlight the benefits of the discovering manifold guided examples in different contexts and abstractions that provide insights into model behavior.
Explanations using xGEMs
We first use a simple setting with simulated data to highlight the differences between the proposed explanation tool compared to criticisms and prototypes derived from adversarial attacks [35] .
An alternative view to Adversarial Criticisms
Figure 1a demonstrates a linear decision boundary trained on data with ambient dimension equal to 2. The one-dimensional data manifold is parabolic as shown by the blue curve. The green points are in class 1 and red points are samples belonging to class 2. The figure illustrates manifold guided examples as well as the trajectory taken by the gradient steps of Algorithm 1. The trajectory to generate an adversarial criticism stems from Equation (2) . A generative model maps from a 1d latent dimension to the data manifold shown by the blue curve. A single layer (softmax) neural network with output dimension=2 is trained on points sampled from this manifold (the yellow decision boundary separates the two classes -regions marked by the pink and green regions). As demonstrated by the figure, navigating along the latent dimension of the generator encourages the xGEM trajectory to be constrained along the data manifold, while adversarial criticisms may lie well outside the manifold. Thus manifold guided examples offer alternative view of classifier behavior via examples. We defer examples of xGEMs evaluated for the MNIST dataset to the Appendix in the interest of space.
Towards automated bias detection
We now demonstrate the utility of generating manifold guided examples to detect if a target classifier is confounded w.r.t. a given attribute of interest. In particular, we wish to determine whether a black-box is differentiating among the target labels using spurious correlations in the data. For instance, a classifier trained to determine the best medical intervention may be relying on attributes like gender to determine best treatment. It is desirable to have an automated mechanism to detect such behavior. We say that a classifier is confounded with an attribute of interest a if the attribute a substantially influences the black-box's predictions. We make this concrete in the context of our framework below. Without loss of generality let a ∈ {−1, 1} be the (potentially protected) binary attribute of interest. We wish to examine whether the target classifier f φ is biased/confounded by a. Intuitively, we hope that attribute a of an xGEM should be the same as that of the original point. In order to detect this, we assume there exists an oracle g * : R d → {−1, 1} that perfectly classifies the confounding attribute a when considered as the dependent variable, based on the other (d) independent variables. Additionally, we assume that g * is not confounded by the target label of the black-box y and is not used by g * to predict a. Let
} be the training data where i indexes a given point. Letx i be the xGEM of x i w.r.t. f φ as returned by Algorithm 1. We argue that classifier f φ is confounded by the attribute a if equation (4) holds for a given δ > 0.
In practice, access to a perfect oracle g * is infeasible or prohibitively expensive. In some cases, such a classifier may be provided by regulatory bodies, thereby adhering to predetermined criterion as to what accounts for a reliable proxy oracle. For this case study, we assume it is sufficient that the proxy oracle has the same false positive and false negative error rates w.r.t. the target label, which is a fairness condition known as the Equalized Odds Criterion [17] . To demonstrate our algorithm, we assume access to a proxy oracleĝ : R d → {−1, 1} that satisfies the following conditions, given a 0.5 τ < 1: Note that while we considerĝ as an inexpensive proxy for g * , we prescribe that the experiment be carried out with g * . Figure 2 demonstrates how such confounding could be detected, as well as used for model comparison w.r.t. their biases. As shown in the figure, f 1 φ and f 2 φ are the classification boundaries of two black-box models classifying a target label of interest. g * is a classifier that classifies the data according to attribute a. Consider the sample x * and letx 1 andx 2 be the manifold guided examples of x * corresponding to classifiers f 1 φ and f 2 φ respectively. As shown in the figure, the attribute a of the xGEMx 1 is different from that of x * while that ofx 2 is not. We conclude that a black-box f 1 φ is confounded if the fraction of points whose manifold guided examples or xGEMs that change attribute a is greater than δ. Thus an empirical estimate of Equation (4) gives a metric that can quantify the amount of confounding in a given black-box, while also allowing to compare different black-boxes w.r.t. the target attribute a.
We evaluate our framework for confounding detection in facial images using the CelebA [28] dataset. The target black-box classifier predicts the binary facial attribute -hair color (black or blond). We determine whether or not the black-box is confounded with gender. We restrict to two genders, male and female, based on annotations available in CelebA. In particular,ĝ is a ResNet model [18] 4 that classifies celebA faces by gender .ĝ is recalibrated to satisfy the two conditions mentioned earlier. Details ofĝ's performance and recalibration are provided in Table 1 .
Two ResNet models f 1 φ and f 2 φ are trained to detect the hair color attribute (black hair vs blond hair) using two different datasets. f 1 φ is trained on all face samples with either black or blond hair whereas f 2 φ is trained such that all black hair samples are male while blond haired samples are all female. Table 2 gives the overall validation accuracy of both classifiers. Note that the validation set used for f 1 φ and f 2 φ are the same. Table 2 also shows the fraction of samples whose manifold guided examples' predicted attribute a (in this case gender) is different from the original training sample w.r.t.ĝ. The fraction of confounded samples is clearly much larger for the classifier trained on a biased dataset as determined by the proxy oracleĝ. Additionally, Table 3 suggests a 10-fold increase in the fraction of confounding for blond haired females with the biased classifier f 2 φ . Notice the decrease in the amount of confounding for black haired females while a general increase in confounding for all black haired faces. As an aside, the biased model f 2 φ also changes the background more than hair color in order to change the hair color label (see Figure 3 ). This suggests that quantifying such confounding using manifold guided examplesallows us to characterize biases w.r.t. any attribute of interest. Figure 3 shows a few examples of such confounded images for the two black-boxes. In particular, we show examples where the black-box trained on biased data for hair color classification changes gender of the sample as it crosses the decision boundary whereas the black-box trained on unbiased data does not 5 .
Case Study: Model Assessment beyond performance metrics
An important aspect of black-box analyses is to study the progression of training complex models. Specifically, observing manifold guided examples allows us to consider model behavior in the following aspects: 1) Discerning shifts in features relied on by the black-box to differentiate between classes during training. 2) Characterizing the probabilistic manifolds of manifold guided examples as training progresses and its relation to calibration of complex networks [8] . 3) Qualitative trade-offs and/or mistakes made by the classifier for prototypical examples.
Reliability Diagrams have been used as a summary statistic to evaluate model calibration [8] that aims to study whether the confidence of a prediction matches the ground truth likelihood of the prediction. It has been observed that while model performance has improved substantially in recent years because of deep networks, such models are typically more prone to mis-calibration [15] . We provide a complementary statistic to Reliability Diagrams to assist model assessment/comparison.
For this study we train two deep networksf φ 1 (a ResNet model) andf χ 2 (a four layer CNN with local response normalization (lrn) 6 ) with CelebA face images for the hair color (black/blond) binary classification task. For a given face, we evaluate the corresponding xGEM at multiple incremental training steps. We plot the confidence of labeling a point to have black hair with respect to the distance ) respectively. Sample 1(column 1) is a face with black hair while Sample 2(column 2) has blond hair. Legends show the distance of reconstructions from the original sample along the gradient steps, followed by overall classifier performance. Additionally, we fit a logistic function f (x) = 1 1+exp −k(x−x 0 ) to each curve. All plots have been shift-aligned using x 0 . The confidence manifold for the same instance is fairly different across each model. As expected, the overall steepness increases as model trains to better discriminate samples. Intuitively, higher x 0 suggests that the classifier can easily discriminate the label with high confidence. For instance, for comparable overall accuracies, the manifolds suggest that model 2 has trained a decision boundary such that a manifold guided example is relatively close in image distance (compared to that of model 1). In the case of Sample 2, it is clear that model 2 mis-labels the data point with high confidence initially while learning to predict the correct label eventually. However, a decrease in x 0 as training progresses for both models suggests a significant shift of the decision boundary to be closer to Sample 2. Qualitative images corresponding to these manifolds are shown in the Appendix. Figures 5a and 5b show the 2d histogram of the logistic function parameter estimates stratified by the target label and the attribute of interest (gender). This allows to summarize the confidence manifolds across groups of interest for overall model comparison. For reference, Figure 6 shows the Reliability Diagram for both black-boxes. The ResNet model generally demonstrates more uniform steepness across samples at different distances from the decision boundary compared to the CNN+lrn model. Both models have a relatively small x 0 for blond haired males suggesting lower confidence in their predictions. Thus, summarizing confidence manifolds provides additional insight that may not be characterized by Reliability Diagrams for model comparison.
Discussion
This work presents a novel approach to characterizing and explaining black-box supervised models via examples. An unsupervised implicit generative model is used as to approximate the data manifold, and subsequently used to guide the generation of increasingly confounding examples given a starting point. These examples are used to probe the target black-box in several ways. In particular, we demonstrate the utility of manifold guided examples in automatically detecting bias in black-box learning w.r.t. a (potentially protected) attribute as well as for model comparison. The proposed method also allows one to visualize training progression and provides insights complementary to notions of calibration of the black-box model. Limitations of the proposed method include reliance on the implicit generator as a proxy of the data manifold. However, we note that we do not rely on specific architectures and/or training mechanisms for the generative model. We used images as they are easy to visualize even in high-dimensions. However extending our studies to complex datasets beyond images is a compelling future extension. Figure 7 : xGEMs for MNIST data. G θ : R 100 → R 28×28 is a VAE while the target black-box is a softmax classifier. Each row shows a manifold guided exampletransition for a single digit (labeled 'orig'). The gray vertical bars indicate transition to the target label y tar . Reconstructions in each row are intermediate reconstructions obtained using Algorithm 1. The confidence of the clas prediction is shown in parentheses for each reconstruction. Figure 7 shows manifold guided examples generated for a (multi-class) softmax classifier for MNIST 7 digit data. The first row in Figure 7 shows manifold guided examplefor digit 5 if ytar = 7, while second and third row show manifold guided examplesfor digits 1 and 7 with ytar = 2 and ytar = 6 respectively. Notice how while traversing the manifold, the classifier switches decision from 5 to 8 and then to the target label 7 (row 1). While the intermediate samples look like 7 to human eye, the classifier is biased toward predicting 8. Row 2 suggests a bias toward predicting 1 as 8 for a minor smudging (visible to human eye). Finally, the third row demonstrates how the manifold guided examplefor 7 suggests that the classifier considers a 0 to be labeled as 6. Thus manifold guided examples can provide insight into the decision boundary of the classifier for each pair of digits. 
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